This romantic take on the classic Jacob’s Ladder pattern
using rich colors from Jera Brandvig’s 5th collection called
Madame Fleur is like taking a walk through a beautiful garden!

Madame Fleur Fabric Requirements
(quilt size 77.5” x 86.5”)
1 1/2 yards
background
705901-10 *

1 1/4 yards
705905-60*

3/4 yard for blocks
1/2 yard border sashing
3/4 yard binding

1/2 yard
705901-30 *

705903-20

2 yards

1/2 yard
705900-80*

705901-80*

1 1/2 yards
border

1 1/2 yards
705902-20

705900-10*

3/4 yard

Backing
is your choice!

5 1/2 yards Backing

705900-20*
*These fabrics have gold metallic shimmer!

By Jera Brandvig for Lecien Fabrics
www.QuiltingintheRain.com
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Madame Fleur

Pattern designed by Jera Brandvig of Quilting in the Rain © 2019
Sew with right sides facing together using a ¼” seam allowance . WOF = width of fabric (along the 44” length)

For Block A, cut the following:
From the cream fabric (705901-10), cut the following: 3 1/8” x 3 1/8” squares - cut 56. To do this, cut five
3 1/8” x WOF strips. Sub-cut twelve 3 1/8” squares from each strip until you have 56.
From the soft pink fabric (705903-20), cut the following: 3 1/8” x 3 1/8” squares - cut 56. To do this, cut five
3 1/8” x WOF strips. Sub-cut twelve 3 1/8” squares from each strip until you have 56.
From the pruple fabric (705901-80) cut the following: 2 3/4“ x 5” rectangles - cut 112. To do this, cut eight
5“ x WOF strips. Sub-cut fourteen 2 3/4 x 5” rectangles from each strip until you have 112. Save the leftover fabric
for Block B.
From the pink fabric (705902-20), cut the following: 2 3/4“ x 2 3/4” squares - cut 224. To do this, cut sixteen
2 3/4“ x WOF strips. Sub-cut fourteen 2 3/4” squares from each strip until you have 224.
From the pink main floral fabric (705900-20) cut the following: 5“ x 5” squares - cut 28. To do this, cut four
5“ x WOF strips. Sub-cut eight 5” squares from each strip until you have 28.
For Block B, cut the following:
From the cream fabric (705901-10), cut the following: 2” x 2” squares - cut 224. To do this, cut twelve
2” x WOF strips. Sub-cut twenty 2” squares from each strip until you have 224.
From the green fabric (705905-60), cut the following: 3 1/2” x 3 1/2” squares - cut 112. To do this, cut eleven
3 1/2” x WOF strips. Sub-cut eleven 3 1/2” squares from each strip until you have 112.
From the purple fabric (705901-80), cut the following: 2” x 2” squares - cut 224. To do this, cut twelve 2” x WOF
strips. Sub-cut twenty 2” squares from each strip until you have 224.
From the red fabric (705901-30), cut the following: 2” x 2” squares - cut 224. To do this, cut twelve 2” x WOF strips.
Sub-cut twenty 2” squares from each strip until you have 224. Save the remainder for sashing and binding.
From the purple main floral print (705900-80), cut the following:
3 1/2” x 3 1/2” suwares - cut 28. To do this, cut three 3 1/2” x WOF strips. Sub-cut eleven 3 1/2” squares from
each strip until you have 28.
For sashing, borders and binding:
From the red fabric (705901-30), cut the following:
- Sashing (inner border) strips: 1 1/2” x WOF - cut eight strips.
- Binding, cut nine 2 1/2“ x WOF strips.
From the cream main floral fabric (705900-10), cut the borders: 6” x WOF - cut eight strips.
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Instructions for Block A.
1. Make 4 half square triangles: (Step A) Take two pink (705903-20) and two cream (705901-10) 3 1/8”
squares and make two pairs. (Step B) Lay two squares right sides together (one pink and one cream). Mark a
diagonal line from corner to corner as shown by the solid line. Sew a 1/4” seam on each side of the line as
shown by the dashed lines. Repeat for the other pair. (Step C) Cut the squares apart on the solid line. Press
open both halves to yeild 4 half square triangles, each measuring 2 3/4” squares.
Step A
Step B

Step C

=

3 1/8” squares
2. Make 4 flying geese: (Step A) Take four purple (705901-80) rectangles 2 3/4” x 5” and eight pink
(705902-20) 2 3/4” squares. (Step B) Take two pink squares. On the back of each mark a diagonal line from
corner to corner as shown by the solid line. With right sides together, align a square on one side of the rectangle.
Sew directly on the marked line. Trim the remaining fabric 1/4” from the seam as shown by the dashed line.
Press open. (Step C). Repeat on the other side of the rectangle with the second square. (Step D) Repeat steps
B and C until you have 4 flying geese.
Step B

Step A
x4
2 3/4” x 5”

=

Step C

x8

Step D

Make 4
=

2 3/4” squares
3. Take all the pieces from Step 1 and 2, plus one pink (705900-20) 5” square and assemble Block A as shown
below. Make 28.
Block A - Make 28

5” square

9.5” unfinished block
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(continued)
Instructions for Block B.
1. Add corners: (Step A) Take four green (705900-60) 3 1/2” squares eight purple (705901-80) 2“ squares.
(Step B) Start by marking a diagonal line from corner to corner on the back of a 2” square as shown by the
solid line. With right sides facing together, align the square on the top left corner of the 3 1/2“ square. Sew
directly on the marked line. Trim 1/4” from the sewing line as shown by the dashed line. Press open. (Step C)
add another corner by repeating Step B, but on the top right corner. (Step D) Repeat Steps B and C until
you’ve made 4.
Step B

Step A

Step D
=

x4
3 1/2” squares

Make 4

Step C

x8

=

2” squares

2. (Step A) Take eight red (705901-30) 2”squares and eight cream (705901-10) 2“ squares. (Step B) Assemble
as shown. (Step C) Make 4.
Step A

Step B

Step C

x8
=

x8
Make 4
3. Take all the pieces from Step 1 and 2, plus one purple (705900-80) 3 1/2” square and assemble Block B as
shown below. Make 28.
Block B - Make 28

3 1/2”
square

9.5” unfinished block
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Follow the diagram below.
1. Assemble the main quilt top by alternating Block A and Block B in a 7 x 8 formation. Sew each block within
each row together. Then sew the rows together to form the main quilt top.
2. Add the sashing and borders:
A. Take two red sashing strips and sew them together to make one long strip. Attach to the left side of the quilt
top. Repeat on the right side.
B. Take two border pieces and sew them together to make one long border strip. Attach to the left side of the
quilt top. Repeat on the right side.
C. Take two red sashing strips and sew them together to make one long strip. Attach to the top of the quilt top.
Repeat on the bottom.
B. Take two border pieces and sew them together to make one long border strip. Attach to the top of the quilt
top. Repeat on the bottom.

Take your backing fabric and cut it
in half along the WOF so that you
have two large rectangles measuring approximately 42”/44” x 99”.
Trim off the selvage and sew the
two rectangles along the 99” length
to make one big backing piece.
Baste and then quilt as you please.
From your red binding, cut nine 2
1/2” strips x WOF. An easy-to-follow binding tutorial can be found
on my blog, www.QuiltingintheRain.com, under “Tutorials.”
Lastly, don’t forget to share your
lovely quilt with Lecien Fabrics
and me by hash-tagging
#MadameFleurQuilt on Instagram or Facebook: @Lecien_Fabrics and @QuiltingintheRain.
Thank you sew much!
-Jera Brandvig
For news on my latest fabrics and
patterns, please visit me at
www.QuiltingInTheRain.com
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